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Executive Summary 

The market remained in a trading range this week but ended the week up 0.2%. So far our intra-day trading alert on 

Thursday at 12:33pm ET netted a whopping 5p on the S&P500  Short term it appears the S&P500 is forming an 

ascending triangle or symmetrical triangle. Both are bullish patterns. Both target SPX2300 on a break out above 

SPX2273. There’s a change SPX2335-2355 can be reached as well. A break below SPX2257 targets SPX2244. 

However, even if SPX2244 is reached we expect SPX2300 thereafter anyway as the market remains in a long term 

bull market. Namely, our weekly TI chart remains bullishly setup and there are no sell signals. Our long term charts 

remain also 100% bullish, and our short term charts are now 99%; all corroborating our POV of higher prices. Our 

next turn date is set on December 29, whereas there is a Bradley Turn date on December 28. With a December 23-

Jauary 4 time-window for the Santa Rally; it appears we should expect a high around those dates; in line with our 

expectation for a minor 3 top. 

Bigger picture wise we continue to see minor 3 top at around SPX2300, intermediate iii at SPX2415 and major 3 at 

about SPX2490.  
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Weekly trading log  

Weekly trading log ending December 24, 2016 

 

This is not trading advice, and for informational purposes only.  
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Elliot Wave Update 

This week the market remained in side-ways mode and we have now two counts we’re watching: minute iv or minor 

4 underway. See Fig 1A and B respectively. So far the market continues to form and trade within the bullish ascending 

triangle / symmetrical triangle and a break out above SPX2273 continues to target SPX2300 +/-5. A break below the 

ascending red trend line is a first signal lower price (SPX2244) should be expected before higher prices (2300). A 

break below SPX2254 will confirm. For now the hourly Ichimoku cloud is holding as support. 

Figure 1. SPX hourly charts. Preferred count: Minute iv of minor 4 still underway or completed?  

 

A: Minute iv 

preferred count 

B: Minor 4 

alternate count 
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Market update 

On the daily chart the possible bull flag formation is rather apparent (orange pattern). A breakout could target 

between SPX2335-2355 based on standard breakout patterns. For now, however, we keep our focus on the SPX2300 

+/-5 target; as that’s where our ideal wave tracker table (See last week’s report) has the 1.764-2.00x extension of 

minute i, from ii, and where the 1.00x extension of major 1, from 2, resides. If we overlay our next 34-day trading 

interval on December 29 with the regular chart (blue vertical line) we get to just below SPX2300 (blue horizontal 

arrow), which is also again right up against the red trend line. Note that the trading intervals are +/-3 days and the 

Santa Rally officially is from 12/23 through 01/04: we have a good chance price may get to our target zone in time. 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart. Triangle formation. Possible targets SPX 2300 +/-5, SPX2335-2355. 
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On the weekly TI chart we observe all TIs are pointing up. There are no sell signals nor negative divergences. In 

addition, all SMAs are pointing up, and all are bullishly stacked: 20>50>100>150>200. Hence, this chart tells us we 

should expect higher prices in the coming weeks. The red arrows show the near term (days to weeks) symmetry 

break out target of SPX2325, which is in line with the observations from the daily and hourly chart, whereas the blue 

arrow shows the intermediate term (weeks to months) symmetry target of SPX2425, which is in line with our ideal 

intermediate iii target of SPX2415. 

Figure 3. SPX weekly chart. All TIs keep pointing up. 
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Market breadth 

The McClellan Oscillator for S&P500 (SPX-MO) became negative this week with the side-ways price action. This is 

similar as to the spring rally (red circles); and continues to be in line with a minute iii/minor 3 top. The SPX-SI 

(summation index of the SPX-MO) reached its crescendo this week as we anticipated last week, also in line with a 

minute iii/minor 3 top. But there’s no SPXSI sell signal yet, which we don’t anticipated until intermediate iv. As such 

and until then the trend is up.  

Figure 4. SPX-MO at “sustained market rally” levels. SPX-SI remains in buy/long 
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Miscellaneous 

At this point, just use these charts as an FYI to be aware of the larger underlying trends: our long-term Simple Moving 

Averages only chart (LT-SMA, for trend followers and investing) continues to be 100% bullish: the long term trend 

remains up. This chart remains in line with our overall view of the market and where it will head over the next several 

months. Despite the sideways week, our short term chart (ST-SMA, for traders to swing traders) improved from 95% 

to 99% bullish, in line with the ongoing bull trend as well. 

Figure 5. LT-SMA chart 100% bullish   ST-SMA chart 99% Bullish.    

 

 

 

 

 

Below is how a 100% bullish chart look likes, everything points up. Price > fastest SMAs > slowest SMAs. 

 

 

2016 Bradley Turn Dates for the S&P 500 

January 5 (0/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

February 1 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

February 3 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

February 6 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

March 11 (52/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 10 (36/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

May 11 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

May 25 (100/100 Long Terms Power) 

June 1 (49/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

June 4 (47/100 Middle Terms Power) 

July 1 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

July 5 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

The “Ebola scare” correction 

in 2014 didn’t even register 

on the LT chart! 
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July 5 (51/100 Middle Terms Power) 

August 5 (0/100 Long Terms Power) 

August 8 (60/100 Middle Terms Power) 

September 28 (32/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

October 19 (42/100 Middle Terms Power) 

November 26 (100/100 Declinations Power) 

November 28 (86/100 Long Terms Power) 

November 29 (100/100 Bradley Siderograph Power) 

December 28 (50/100 Middle Terms Power) 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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